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THE CHEMIST/PHARMACY AT NEWICK

In 1924, when ‘Kings’ hairdressers was built in Church Road, there was no
chemist shop in Newick, so the hairdresser Harold King sold some medicinal
items at his premises as well as operating his hairdressing business. The two
grocer’s shops in the village may also have sold similar items.
The Kelly’s directories for the 1930’s, which list the many commercial
premises in the village, do not refer to any chemists shop. However, there was
certainly a chemists shop in 1941, located next to the garage/petrol filling
station in Church Road. It was a small, single-storey building occupied by the
Uckfield firm Sidney Oddie (later ‘Oddie and Whitby’). The shop window display
included large, decorative carboys (glass medicine bottles) typical of the time.

Advertisement from Newick Parish magazine October 1941

During the Second World War there was a major incident affecting the
Newick premises on 22nd May 1941. It was a hot day. An enemy bomber reached
England coming in over Shoreham at 4.45 in the afternoon. Bombs were dropped
from the aircraft over parts of Sussex, including one at Newick immediately
opposite the chemist shop. The huge blast not only damaged the nearby
Bannister’s shop and car repair garage but also killed the chemist, 62 year old
Percy James Horsley. He was found on the floor of his shop surrounded by
broken glass. He lived at Lower Birchland Lodge. His gravestone in Newick
churchyard has the inscription ‘killed by enemy action’.

The grave of chemist Percy James Horsely and the Evening Argus
newspaper photograph of the bomb damage at Bannister’s shop,
lying close to the chemist shop
Another chemist then took the place of Mr Horsely at the Church Road
premises - Thomas W H Pickett from Buckfast Guest House, Newick, followed

for a short period by David O Evans. Then, in 1952, David Evans opened a new
chemist’s shop/dispensary at number 3A, The Green, a couple of doors to the
right of the general provisions shop. The premises had previously been a tea
room and before that was a furniture store associated with the general
provisions shop. Below, on the left, is a photographfrom the 1950s, showing his
shop with his name board, a weighing machine, a hanging sign advertising ‘Ilford’
camera films and an inviting open door. The photograph on the right is also from
the 1950s showing the chemist shop.

The chemist shop in the 1950s
D O Evans dispensed drugs, patent medicines, toilet articles, photographics,
diabetic preparations, sick-room requisites, veterinary medicines and
horticultural chemicals. His business advertisement is shown below indicating
that he had previously been employed at Allen and Hanbury’s Ltd.

D O Evans advertisement 1953

David O Evans was born in Australia and qualified, from Sydney University,
as a pharmacist. He had periods in England in the 1920’s and finally settled
here in 1951. He considered the premises facing Newick village green as idylic.
The premises had no shop window, which reminded him of a pharmacy in New
Guinea which had no walls! He stated ‘we often have cause to be thankful that
we chose brick-red linoleum for the shop floor, particularly when the local
butcher walks in with blood streaming from a cut hand. Our dispensary lino is
primrose yellow and so, before he crosses the Rubicon, we quickly have a lotion
bowl in position’. He further stated that ‘in this type of business there is an
ever present consciousness that the pharmacy plays a necessary part in the life
of the surrounding community’.
He manufactured his own brand of skin cream which he proudly advertised
as shown below.

Mr Evans promotion of his skin cream on paper bags and in his adverts
Mr Evans continued at the premises until 1962. He then proudly established
a new chemist’s shop/pharmacy at the current premises at 9, The Green. It had
previously been a butchers shop and lent itself to conversion, including the
creation of the dispensary in what had been the butcher’s refrigeration room.
A wide shuttered gap in the front wall which, when it was a butchers was left
open during business hours, was changed to a bow window. Moving some of his
pharmacy stock from the old premises to the new was done with some
difficulty, involving the use of a garden wheelbarrow on a wet and windy
morning. His former shop was converted to a house which involved providing a
new front door and the previous door being changed to a window.
Mr Evans retired in 1964. His home was in Burgess Hill. The newspaper
report at the time acknowledged that he was always ready to help those in need
and that he ‘dispensed both medicines and kindness to all his customers’.
After D O Evans, the business continued as ‘Selbys’ managed by Mr J Willis

and by P S Thompson and later changed to Burnie and Gilmour Ltd, run by Mrs
Sheila Burnie.

Advertisement from 1979
It then changed to the Lloyds Pharmacy. There was a danger of the Lloyds
business closing in 2008 which generated considerable local concern as shown in
the newspaper article below.

Pressure to save the chemist 2008

Lloyds Pharmacy has continued to provide its service to Newick and the
surrounding villages. In 2015 a replacement fascia sign was provided and in 2016
an internal refit was carried out together with installation of an air conditioning
condenser.
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